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Abstract 
A stochastic process {X(t); t E R} is almost periodically correlated (APC) when its first and 
second moments exhibit periodicity in some approximative sense. The mathematical frame- 
work conveniently expressing such approximate periodicity is based on the theory of almost 
periodic functions (see Besicovitch, 1953). It is known that when APC process {X(t): t E R} is 
strongly harmonizable then its covariance function may be represented by a countable family 
of distributions {G,j. In the event when the distributions {G,} have densities (gl} we 
can consider the problem of estimating distributions of the APC process {X(t); t E R} in 
terms of estimating corresponding spectral densities {gi}. Following the previous results of 
Hurd and Leskow (1992a,b) we present here estimators of densities {gl) of the APC process 
{X(t); t E R} and show their asymptotic normality when the process {X(t); t E R} has a 
q-mixing property. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X(t); t E Iw} be a real-valued stochastic process which is nonstationary in 
a periodic or almost periodic manner. More precisely, it will be assumed that the first 
and second order characteristics of the process are almost periodic. A real functionfis 
called almost periodic in the uniform metric when for every e > 0 there exists a number 
L, such that for any interval I with the length greater than L, there is a number rE in 
this interval such that 
Real functions fulfilling (1) will be denoted shortly as UAP functions (see also 
Besicovitch (1932) or Amerio, Prouse (1971)). 
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Let now 
B(t,z) = R(t + qt) (2) 
where R(s, t) is the covariance function of the studied process and let EX(t) denote the 
expectation. 
Definition 1.1. The process {X(t); t E R} is called almost periodically correlated (APC) 
when EX(t) and B(t,r) are UAP in the variable t for each r E R. 
Observe that if {X(t); t E R} is periodic stationary in the sense of Gladyshev (1961) 
(see also Sakai, 1991) then it is APC. The example of the APC process may be given by 
considering the process 
X(r) =f(t). S(r) (3) 
where s(t) is a stationary process andf(t) is an almost periodic function. The model of 
the type (3) is applied in signal detection problems and the functionfdescribes the 
signal to be estimated from the observations of {X(t); t E R} (see Gardner, 1991). 
The almost periodic model may be also applied to the description of the ocean 
surface. Following Dragan and Yavorskii (1982), if {X(r); t E R} describes a position 
of a point on the ocean surface then one has not only a periodic mean value but also 
a covariance periodic in the sense of Definition 1.1. Frequently, however, it is not clear 
which of the possible candidate period of this phenomenon one may choose for the 
estimation purposes. Therefore, APC processes provide a convenient model for such 
phenomena as they incorporate approximate periodic functions as well. 
If {X(r); t E R} is periodically correlated (PC) then, following the existing research 
(see e.g. Hurd (1989) or Ogura (1971)) it is possible to compute the estimators of B(t, z) 
when the true period is known. In reality it is very difficult to find a data set where 
periodicity holds with no possible deviations. Very frequently the data may be affected 
by the superposition of two periodic trends with different periods. For example, 
assume that the studied process {X(t); t E R) is a sum of two amplitude-modulated 
sine waves, i.e. 
X(r) = Y(t)sin(27rfit + cpi) + Z(t)sin(2rr& + (p2), (4) 
where Y(t) and Z(t) are uncorrelated, stationary processes and the ratiof,/S, is not 
a rational number (frequencies fi and fi are incommensurate, Gardner (1991)). The 
mean and variance of the process {X(t); t E 58) are UAP functions but they are not 
periodic. 
It is possible to approximate the covariance function B(t,t) of the process (X(t); 
t E R} by a Fourier series 
(5) 
so the covariance function of the APC process may be represented by a countable 
family of the coefficient functions {a(%, z), /1 E A}. These coefficients are estimable when 
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J$,,,(l/~)’ is finite and this condition will be assumed to hold in the sequel. For 
further details see Hurd (1991). 
The Fourier representation provides a way of estimating the unknown covariance 
of the process through the nonparametric estimation of the coefficient functions 
a(&~). In both cases the knowledge of frequencies is needed, so in the sequel we will 
assume that the frequencies ,4 are known. Additional information regarding the 
problem of evaluating the frequencies may be found in Hurd and Gerr (1991). 
Under some mild regularity conditions on B(t, 7) (see e.g. Hurd and Leskow, 1992a) 




a(]., r) = exp(iyt) dGA(y). (6) 
-z 
When {G,} are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure then the 
coefficient functions a(& z) may be represented as: 
cc 
a(& 7) = ev(iyt)gA(y)dy. 
-m 
(7) 
If the APC process is strongly harmonizable (see Hurd, 1991) thei] the relationship 
between the family {G,} defined in (6) and the process {X(r); t E IF!) is more direct; the 
covariance of X may be written in the form: 
m do 
R(s. t) = 
s s 
exp(bls - iy2t)r,d+,, h). (8) 
-m -co 
The measure rx on R x R is concentrated on lines {y = x - 3.) and GA is the 
restriction of yx to the line y = x - i. Therefore, we can call the family of densities 
{gl} the spectrum of the process {X(t); t E FL!}. 
Following Hurd and Leskow (1992a) the estimator iA(& y) of the unknown spectral 
density g(3., y) of the APC process {X(t); t E [w} will be defined as: 
iA(k y) = (l/271) 
s 
A 
K(BAT)~A(~., r)exp( - iyz) dr, (9) 
-A 
where K is the appropriate covariance averaging kernel (to be defined in Section 2 in 
the text), &A(& r) is the estimator of the covariance coefficient function ~(2, z) and BA is 
the window width. The estimators AA(&, T) of the coefficient functions aA(&, z) were 
constructed in Hurd and Leskow (1992a) using the following formula: 
;A(&, 7.) = 
i 
A-‘Ii-‘X(t + z)X(t)exp( - i&t)dt, r 2 0, 
A-‘j!,X(t + z)X(t)exp( - i&t)dt, ? < 0. 
Hurd and Leskow (1992a) have shown that the estimator (9) is mean squares 
consistent. Our objective here is to demonstrate that for each y E R iA( is 
asymptotically normal. 
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The paper be organized follows: Section contains the result on 
normality of estimator iA(,?, together with corollaries. All 
are deferred the appendix. 
Main result 
Assumption I. The stochastic process {X(t); t E R} is q-mixing with q(t) = O(t-‘). 
Moreover, the process {X(t); t E R} has eight bounded moments, i.e. 
Consider also the process 
2(t, 5) = X(t). X(t + T) - E(X(t). X(t + T)), (10) 
where z is the usual “lag” parameter. 
For r = (zr , TV, z3) let V(t, 7) correspond to the fourth-order moments of the process 
{X(t); t E R}, i.e. 
rqt,7) = EX(t)X(t + 71)X(r + zz)X(t + 73). (11) 
Assumption II. The function l’(t, 7) defined in (11) is almost periodic in t uniformly 
with respect to 7 (see (1)). 
A similar condition will be also imposed on the covariance function B(t,r). How- 
ever, from the definition of the APC process {X(t); t E R} we know that the function 
B(t,t) is UAP for each 5. We would like this property to hold uniformly in r. 
Assumption III. The function B(t,z) is UAP in t uniformly in z, i.e. for every E > 0 
there exists a number L, such that for any interval I with the length greater than L, 
there is a number u, in this interval such that 
sup,,,lB(t + U,,T) - B(LT)l < a. 
Stochastic processes for which the function B(t,z) fulfills the above condition are 
called uniformly almost periodical/y correlated (UAPC). From Theorem 3.1 of Dehay 
(1990) it is easy to see that each strongly harmonizable APC process is also UAPC. In 
particular, the process defined in (3) is UAPC when the function f(t) is uniformly 
almost periodic and {S(t); t E R} is stationary. 
We will also use the following assumptions. 
Assumption IV. The nonnegative covariance averaging kernel K has a bounded 
support on the real line, i.e. there exists such A4 that K(u) is positive only when 
u E [ - M, M]. For simplicity, we take M = 1. Moreover, the window width BA is 
such that BA -+ 0 but A& --) co. 
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Assumption V. The process {X(t); t E Rj is Holder continuous in L2 on the real line, 
i.e. there exists a constant H such that for each f,,t, E IR 
EIX(l,) - X(t,)12 I Hit, - t212. 
We state our results below. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions I through V be fulfilled. Then the estimator gA(k, y) of 
the spectral density g(k, y) of the APC process (X(t); t E R} is asymptotically normal, i.e. 
for each /1. and y E R 
(AB:)1’2(g.4(A, 14 - g(1, y)) +dNz(O, VI). 
Here +,, denotes the convergence in distribution and the asymptotic variance matrix 
Vi, equals 
where 
uij= ,l_lBAi2~)J~ JyiA If, ~~liijK(ul)K(u2) 
EZ(t, uI/BA)Z(t + v, u2/BA) du2 dui do dt, i, j = 1,2. 
Moreover, 
yii = cos(J(2t + o))cos( - y(u, + uJ/B.J, 
y12 = cos(E.(2t + tl))sin( - y(ui + u2)/BA), 
y21 = sin(l(2t + u))cos( - y(ui + u2)/BA), 
y22 = sin(/2(2t + v))sin( - y(ul + u2)/BA). 
The estimator GA(A,y) depends on the choice of frequencies ;1 which are, in turn, 
related to the periodicity structure of the process. If we know in advance the period 
then it is possible to find out what are the frequencies. Nevertheless, there is a need to 
look for the estimators of the period when our data are assumed to come from the 
observation of the periodically correlated stochastic process {X(t); t E R} with the 
period completely unknown. A partial answer to this question is included e.g. in the 
papers of Hurd and Gerr (1991) and Tian (1988). 
Corollary 2.2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. For the stochastic 
process {X(t); t E R} define: 
V(t,r) = X(t)X(t + zI)X(t + T*)X(t + T~) where 7 = (~1, ~2, ~3) 
and 
P(t,Q, 73) = X’(t)X(t + zl)X(t + Ts). 
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Define also 
$ijtA) = (BA/27c) s,^ jyrLA jf 1 If 1 YijK(U1)K(U2) 
(e(t, u,/B,, v, v + uZ/BA) - P(t, v, o + uZ/BA)) duz dui dv dt, i, j = 1,2. 
Then, for A -+ CO, zjij(A) + vjj in probability. 
Corollary 2.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled and that the 
asymptotic variance matrix V is nondegenerate, i.e. det(V) # 0. Then the vector 
V(A)~“2(AB;)1’2(G.&,~) - g&1/)) 
has asymptotically standard normal distribution on R2. 
Assumptions I, II and III and V which impose some additional regularity condi- 
tions on the process {X(t); t E R} are fulfilled when e.g. 
X(t) = i Yi(t)Sin(2Rfit + Cpi) 
i=l 
(see e.g. (3) or (4)), where the composants Yi(t) have eight bounded moments, are 
strictly stationary and fulfill Holder condition in L,(R). The processes {X(t); t E 53) of 
the type above are frequently applied in signal analysis (see e.g. Gardner, 1991). 
Appendix 
We start by the following 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that the process (X(t); t E R} fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 
2.1. Then 
(i) V(t, T) defined in (11) is uniformly continuous on R uniformly in z, i.e. there exists 
a finite constant C(V) such that for each tI, t2 E R 
SUPI V(t,,z) - V(t,,r)l I C(Vlt, - t21. 
(ii) If 
P(t,r) = E[X(t)X(t + TJ]. E[X(t + u)X(t + v + zj)] 
where T = (x1, v, x3) then P(t, 7) is uniformly continuous on tR uniformly in 7 i.e. there 
exists a finite constant C(P) such that for each tI, t, E R 
SuPI~(t,,~) - P(t2,T)l G ~(V)lt, - tzl. 
T 
The proof of the lemma is elementary and will not be presented here. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the technique presented 
in Leskow (1992) for periodically correlated processes. Therefore, only the most 
important steps will be presented here. 
Observe first that if 
s 
A 
q$,T) = A-’ X(t + z)X(t)exp( - i;lt)dt 
0 
then A’/‘(c?~(&T.) - &;(n,z)) + 0 in probability, i.e. both estimators are asymp- 
totically equivalent. 
This equivalence holds because 
s 
A 
,?[iiA(/l,T) - ii;(/2,r)]” 2 A-’ E[X(t)X(t + z)]‘dt I A-2zM;‘4 
A-r 
where M8 is the bound on the eighth moment (see (Assumption I)) 
It is also easy to see that the estimator 
J 
A 
i:(k, Y) = (l/273 K(B,+;@,r)exp( - iyr)dz 
- .4 
is asymptotically equivalent to iA(k, 7). In the sequel we will study the asymptotic 
behaviour of i;(k, y) and we will drop the superscript *. 
Observe also that for each y E R 
(AB:)“2(~A(A, Y) - Y(A> 7)) = (AB:)“‘(GA(i, Y) - J%YA(& v)) 
+ (#)1’2(EiA(i, y) - g(& 7)). 




K(BAz)ELiA(A, z)exp( - iyz)dr -(1/2x) 
s 
a(& z)exp( - iys) dt 
-A -cc 1 
(K(B4T)&?A(& 7) - a(1, r))exp( - iyz) dr 1 
a(,?, z)exp( - iyr) dz + (1/27c) 
s 
m 
a@, s)exp( - iyz) dz , 
A 1 
Due to Assumption I the second term of (12) tends to zero as its absolute value is 
dominated by (AB~)‘/2(l/n)~,” q”‘( )d u U, where cp is the mixing function. 
The convergence to zero of the first term of (12) follows from the fact that 
The above inequality may be established applying formula (3), page 14 of 
Besicovitch (1932) and the properties of the process {X(t); t E R) (see also formula 
(3.5) of Hurd and Leskow, 1992b). To complete the proof we will study the asymptotic 
normality of (AB:)“‘(ijA(J.,y) - E~jA(i,l’)). 
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For fixed y denote 
NA = (AB;)“2(4,(k,y) - BBA(k,y)). 
Easy calculations show that NA may be represented in the form 
N A = (AB’)1’2 
j 
A U (t)exp(i,It)dt 
2TCABA 0 A 
where 
U*(t) = X(t). Y*(f) -ax(t). Y*(t)) 
and 
&(t) = jl 1 K(u)X(t + g)exp( - iYu/B,Jdu. 
Observe now that 
EN:, = (BA/4x2A) ElJ,(t)U,(t + v)exp(ii,(2t + v))dvdt 
+ tB~/2=4 ss EU/,(t)U,(t + v)exp(il(2t + v))dvdt, (13) p; 
where v = s - t and FA = {(t, t:): 0 I t I A and A 2 Iv/ 2 (l/B,)). 
Using similar methods as in the proof of Proposition 2 of Hurd and Leskow (1992a) 
and in Leskow (1992) we see that the first term on the right hand side of the equality 
(13) is asymptotically negligible. 





BA E{ UA(t)UA(t + v)j exp(il(2t + v))dv dt. 




LA(t) = BA E{UA(t)UA(t + v)}exp(i/2(2t + v))dvdt. 
- l/BA 
Using the definition of r/,(t) we see that 
L~(t)=(B,4/274 j: jyrBA j;, jII rijK(u,)K(lc,).(V(t,u,/B,,v,v + UZIBA) 
- P(f,u,/BA,v,v + u2/BA))exp(i,I(2t + v)) 
x exp( - iy(u, + u2)/BJdu2 du, dvdt, i,j = 2 
where P(t,7) was defined in Lemma A.l. 
Now, using Lemma A.1 it is easy to show that the sequence {LA(t)) is equicontinu- 
ous and uniformly bounded. Moreover, this sequence is also UAP uniformly in A, 
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i.e. for any E > 0 there exists a number M, such that for any interval I with the length 
greater than M, there will be pE E I where 
supll,(r + PC) - LA([)1 < e. 
A,f 
(15) 
From the theory of UAP functions (see Amerio and Prouse, 1971 Chapter I, p. 6) 
and from Lemma A.1 we can now infer that there exists a UAP function L(t) such that 
lim, ~up,ll,~(t) - L(t)/ = 0. This also implies that the sequence 0, converges to 
M{L), where 
A 




The asymptotic normality will stem from the application of the central limit 
theorem for mixing arrays of Leadbetter and Root& (1990) and the techniques 
already presented in Leskow (1992). In particular, when we define 
iA = (l/2@.@-“*(B,)“* Re (16) 
where I is the semiclosed interval in (0, l] (see Leadbetter and Rootzen, 1990) then the 
array CA(I) is a strongly mixing when the process (X(t); t E IQ} is q-mixing. For the 
convenience of the reader we recall below the definition of strongly mixing families. 
Notations follow these of Leadbetter and Rootztn (1990). 
Let {iA; A > 0} be a family of additive random functions (for definition see 
Leadbetter and Rootzen, 1990). Let also F$ = ~(<A(u,u]: s I u < C’ I t} and let 
c( A.&A - - sup{ IP(Br n B2) - P(B,)P(B,)(: Br E F,A,,, B2 E FsA+,,l; 0 I s I 1 - E). 
The system {<A; A > 0) is called strongly mixing if for each fixed E > 0 we have that 
GIA,~A + 0 for A 4 Co. 
Since for each fixed E > 0 E A - (2/B,) --) x, using Theorem 3.5 of Leadbetter and 
Rootzen we can establish that Re(N,) tends in distribution to N(0, u1 r), where c’r 1 was 
defined in Theorem 2.1. 
Applying now the same arguments to the imaginary part of NA and using the 
classical Cramer-Wold device we get the conclusion of the Theorem 2.1. 
Proofs of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 follow the lines of the above reasoning and, 
therefore, will not be presented here. 
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